Complex (or Composite) 
Introduction
Complex (or Composite) event processing (CEP) systems search sequences of incoming events for occurrences of user specified event patterns [1] [2] . They have become more popular in a number of areas, such as detecting trends in stock prices, intrusion detection in network monitoring [3] , RFID-based supply-chain monitoring and tracking [4] , detecting item stealing in super market.
Most of the recent proposed CEP systems use sequential queries [5] [6] , which relate events to each other based on temporal orders. However, purely sequential queries are not enough to express many real world patterns, which also involve conjunction (concurrent), disjunction
Related Work
CEP systems first used in active databases to provide active functionalities which are not supported by traditional databases. Petri Nets-based systems such as SAMOS are able to support concurrency, but it is very complex to express and evaluate. Sequence databases [7] - [8] offer SQL extensions for sequence data processing. SEQUIN [8] uses joins to specify sequence operations and thus cannot express Kleene closure. SQL-TS [7] adds new constructs SAL to handle Kleene closure, but restricts to only contiguous tuples in each relevant partition.
NFA are the most commonly used method in CEP. Examples of such work includes SASE [9] [10] and Cayuga [11] . Both of them are NFA-based, hence suffers from the limitations of the NFA-based model.
Plan-based method [12] evaluates its event language using event trees, but it arbitrarily constructs a physical tree plan for evaluation rather than searching for an optimal plan. ZStream [13] is a cost-based query processor for adaptively detecting composite events.
However, this cost-based method needs statistics about operator selectivity and data rate. It is difficult to get for some applications.
Others [7] [14] try to make use of regular expression and string-based matching algorithm to evaluate CEP. These methods only work efficiently for strictly consecutive patterns, limiting the expressive capability of the pattern matching language.
Semantic and Language Specifications
In this section, we first describe the event model for the language and query processing; and then briefly describe the CEP language constructs used in our system and their semantics.
Event Model
In this model, the input to an event processing system is an infinite sequence of events, which is referred to as an event stream. Our model includes event types and events. Event type, which is similar to types in database system, describes a set of attributes that a class of events must contain. Each event is assigned a timestamp from a discrete ordered time domain. Primitive events are predefined single occurrences of interest that cannot be split into any smaller events. Composite events are events detected by the CEP system from a collection of primitive and/or other events.
Language Specification
The overall structure of the B++ language is: SELECT return attributes AS type name PATTERN complex event expression WHERE value constraints WITHIN time constraints The SELECT clause defines the expected output event from the pattern query. This expected output event is a composite event, whose type name is type name and its attributes is the return attributes. In the PATTERN clause, the complex event expression describes an event pattern to be matched using different event operators. The WHERE clause defines the value constraints on event attributes. The WITHIN clause describes the time window during which the matching must occur.
Operators and Semantics
Sequence (A 1 , A 2 , …, A n ; [w]). It specifies a particular order in which the events of interest should occur within a specified time window w. The time window constraint for the sequence operator is optional. (A, B; w) means event B should occur after event A within time window w. The operator is formally defined as:
(1) Negation (!). Negation is used to express the non-occurrence of event. This operator is usually used together with other operators. Let's take the combination of sequence operator and negation operation as example, (A, !B, C) means that event C follows event A without any interleaving occurrence of B. It can be formally defined as:
Conjunction (A 1 &A 2 &…&A n ; [w]). Conjunction (A&B) means that both event A and B occur within a specified time window, and their order doesn't matter. The operator is formally defined as:
. Disjunction (A | B) means that either event A or event B occurs within a specified time window. The operator is formally defined as: 
Operation Implementation
In this section, we first present our LogPDA, and then describe the construction of LogPDA given a pattern query. Some evaluation techniques are presented at last.
Our Pushdown Automaton -LogPDA
Pushdown automaton (PDA) is a finite automaton that can make use of a stack to containing data. It differs from finite state machines in two ways: (i) it can use the top of the stack of decide which transition to take; (ii) it can manipulate the stack as part of performing a transition.
A PDA is formally defined as a 7-tuple:
where:
Q is a finite set of states  is a finite set which is called the input alphabet  is a finite set which is called the stack alphabet  is a finite set which is called the transition function, mapping is the set of accepting states
In our system, the input alphabet  is the set of input event, such as the price of a stock in finance service. The logic pushdown automaton (LogPDA) extends the general PDA as follows:
The stack alphabet Gamma is a set of Boolean expression, which includes Boolean constant (True and False), Boolean variable and Boolean expression connected by Boolean operators such as and ( & ), or( | ), not ( ! ). For example, the Boolean expression A&B, where A and B are Boolean variables which can be assigned with Boolean values.
We put a Boolean expression to the stack, a transition can be followed if and only if the current state satisfies the formularies on the transition but also the evaluation result of the Boolean expression on the top of the stack should be true.
In our system, as the content of the top cell of the stack is a Boolean expression, we allow set the values for a specific variable of the Boolean expression.
We employ an additional buffer to compute and store complete matches and to support a wider range of queries such as aggregation. When returns the query result, this buffer is used to construct or generate the result.
Automaton Construction
We first develop a basic compilation algorithm that constructs a LogPDA automaton that is faithful to the original query.
Step 1. Main structure: Similar to a NFA, LogPDA also has a main structure, which defines the states and transition typology among states. As shown in Figure 1 , the PATTERN clause of a query uniquely determines the structure of its main structure and the edges of each state.
We use the query-defined event sequence to define the main structure of the pushdown automaton. Each logical operator is considered as a whole, which is called a logical block. A useful approach has been to adopt Non-deterministic Finite Automata (NFA) to represent the structure of an event sequence [15] . For example, Figure 1 For sequence pattern without logical operators, the processing method is the same as in SASE [5] [9] .
Step 2. Logical operators: Disjunction. For example, Figure 2 shows the automaton for query (A, (B | C | D), E), where state 0 is the start state, state 1 is for the recognition of an A event, state 2 is for the recognition of either event B or C or D after that, and likewise state 3 is for the recognition of a E event. State 2, denoted using two concentric circles, is the accepting state of the automaton. This NFA structure is simple, so the formulas are shown on the transition line directly.
Figure 2. PDA Structure for Query (A, (B | C | D), E)
Negation. Queries with negation operators can be trivially translated into a NFA. Conjunction. For each conjunction block, the corresponding node has an ignore edge, a take edge and a proceed edge. If the automaton run arrives state corresponding to a logical block, the Boolean expression of this block is pushed into the stack. As shown in Figure 3(a) , the Boolean expression is built up and the value of the Boolean variables is initialized as false, which is also the default value of all the variables.
For the take edge, the take edge will be active when the input event is related to any of the event in the Boolean expression. For each taken event, the corresponding Boolean variable is set as true and also the element is stored in the buffer. As shown in Figure 3 (b) and (c), if event C arrives, the Boolean variable for event C is set as TRUE, and then the arriving of event D results in the variable for event D is set as TRUE.
For the proceed edge, it will be active only when the current state satisfies the formulas on the edge and also the top element of the stack or the evaluation result of the top element is TRUE. If the proceed edge is taken, the top element of the stack is popped out, meanwhile, the Boolean expression of the next arrival state is pushed to stack. As shown in Figure 3(d) , the arriving of event B results in the evaluation result of the Boolean expression to be TRUE, so the proceed transition is followed, which leads the popping out of the top stack element and a new stack element (Boolean expression corresponding to logical block E & F) is pushed to the stack as shown in Figure 3(e) .
The details of ignore edge processing will be described in Step 4.
Figure 3. LogPDA Example for Query (A, (B & C & D), (E & F), G)
Step 3. Predicates: The algorithm start with the WHERE clause and uses the predicates to set formulas of begin, take, and proceed edges as shown in SASE project [5] .
Step 4. Event selection strategy: The formulas on the ignore edges depend on the event selection strategy in use. Our algorithm uses determines the formula of an ignore edge at a state , , q ig n o r e q  as in SASE project [5] .
Step 5. Time window: Based on our Log++ language, not only the entire pattern has a time window, but also each logical block may have a time window.
For the pattern level time constraint, a time window test formula for the entire pattern is added on the begin, proceed edge to the final state. For optimization of the evaluation, the time window test is pushed early, it is copied to all the take, ignore, and begin edges for each state. This allows some unnecessary runs to be pruned as soon as they fail to satisfy the window constraint.
For the logical block level time constraint, a time window test formula for this block is added on the proceed edge to the next state. Actually, for the optimization, the time window test can also be copied to the take and ignore edges of this block corresponding state.
Automaton Execution
Order of formula evaluation. The introduction of logic operators, such as concurrency and not, leads to the out-of-order of formula evaluation. As described in literature [13] , it is not straightforward to efficiently model negation (event that do not occur) in an NFA when there exist predicates between the negated and non-negated events. For example, if there is a predicate involving B and C, such as the pattern "A followed by C such that there is no interleaving B with B.price > C.price". It is difficult to decide a B event transition before the arrival of event C. The similar problem exists in queries with conjunction operators.
In our evaluation approach, the predicate will not be evaluated until all the related events arrive. A pending formula list is used to store the formulas which are delayed for evaluation because they are related to non-arrival events. For each new arrival event, we not only check the predicate for the possible transitions and also check the pending list. Either predicate check failure will lead to the termination of the current automaton instance.
Optimizations. We introduce all of the SASE [5] optimizations to our system. They include shared version of matched buffer, the merging runs and backtrack algorithm.
Performance Evaluation

Experiment Setup
We have implemented all the query evaluation techniques described in the previous section in a Java-based prototype system. Throughput, which is the number of events processed per second, is used as the performance metric in all our experiments.
To test our system, we implemented an event generator that dynamically creates time series data. In our experiment, we consider 20 events types and 6 attributed for each event type including the timestamp. For each attribute, the domain size was chosen from 10 to 10,000. We also created a query generator based on using the parameters shown in Table 1 . The following template is used to generate the query: 
Basic Evaluation
In this set of experiments, we show the basic properties of our query processing algorithm by varying some parameters of the query and show the effect of time constraints.
Experiment 1: Effect of pushing up time constraint test. In the first experiment, we fixed the number of values allowed for each attribute at [10, 1000] , and varied the number of events in each query L from 3 to 10. We fixed the query with one equivalence test, one conjunction test or one disjunction test. The other predicates are all parameterized predicates. The results are shown in Figure 4 (a). It shows that pushdown of the time constraint test will increase the throughput significantly. Another observation is that this optimization plays more significant role in long pattern query. This is because longer pattern introduces more active automaton instances; however, this optimization will reduce some instances earlier. In this experiment, we fixed the number of values allowed for each attribute at 10,000 and L at 5, and varied W from 1,000 up to 100,000. We also varied the number of predicates from 1 to 10. We fixed the query with one equivalence test. At most one conjunction test or one disjunction test is used randomly. The other predicates are all parameterized predicates. The results are shown in Figure 4 (b). As W increases, the throughput decreases, but not linear decreasing. It is because with larger window size, more active instances (runs) are existed in the system, which will introduce higher evaluation cost. Another observation from this experiment is that, with the increasing of the number of predicates, the throughput increases quickly. This is because more predicates means stricter constraints for state transitions. This will also lead to a smaller number of active automaton instances.
Comparison to SASE
In this section, we compare LogCEP to a NFA-based complex event processing engine, SASE, developed at University of Massachusetts. As SASE does not support logic operators such as conjunction and disjunction, we first compare to it using simple sequence pattern query, experiment results show that they have almost the same performance.
We then extend the SASE engine by enumerate all possible permutation of the events in logical operators, let's call it SASE + ENU, and then compare it with our LogPDA engine. The results are shown in Figure 5 . It shows that LogPDA can improve the performance significantly in condition of conjunction operators in a pattern, especially for longer patterns. The reason is similar to the previous set of experiment. Enumeration of all possible permutation for a conjunction operator leads to a very huge automaton. Because of simultaneous runs, this will increase the amount of active instances. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed and implemented LogCEP, a complex event processing system that can efficiently process logical complex event over event stream. We first proposed a complex event language that allows to express conjunction and disjunction. We then presented a PDA-based query processing approach. Experimental results show that LogCEP can process in stream speed. In the future, we first plan to enhance our system to support distributed complex event processing.
